Newsletter August 2020
Back on the road
After a the successful relaunch of training in June, July saw the social side of CWAM starting
up again with midweek rideouts to Bibury and Lechlade followed by a Sunday ride to a new
destination near Peterborough. We can safely say that training and rideouts can be run
successfully within the current constraints. Even during lockdown CWAM was receiving
enquiries and between the 15th June when restrictions eased and July 2nd we had completed 7
free assessment rides with potential members and had at least 10 more waiting in the wings.

Keep an eye on your inbox, Roger’s midweek rides start up in August and more rideouts are
on the way. Our next milestone was our first post-lockdown test pass, which has just been
achieved as I put finger to keyboard. Congratulations Alan Oates & observer Alex Hogg.
We all know that the ‘system’ adopted when riding as a member of group varies slightly to
that in place when you’re zipping around on your own. As an aid to those attending or thinking
of attending social rides John Chivers has put together a fine presentation that spells out
group riding behaviour succinctly and simply. It’s eight minutes of your life well spent at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=266jwt7gQVk.

You never stop learning
Roger Barratt writesEvery year I try and fit in some additional training on the bike, whether it is IAM related or
others. This year I booked myself on two days with i2i Motorcycling Academy based in York.
This is a small operation but they have been going for over ten years. I went on one of their
courses at Bovington airfield near the M25 five years ago. I figured that I needed a refresher

and at £120 for a full day, it seemed to be good value.
Tom Killeen is the man behind i2i and he is an engaging character. He works a lot on the
science of motorcycle riding and the behaviour of
the rider themselves. This appeals to me because I
am not a naturally gifted rider but someone who
has worked their way up to a good standard by
practising and thinking about what I do and the
decisions I make.
The courses are run on airfields, which provide a
great safe environment on which to practice. This
year we were on a one kilometre section at the
edge of the airfield so assuming a class size of up to nine you have plenty of space in which to
practice safely with no other traffic around (and no speed cameras either!).
The day runs from 9.30 am until 3-4 pm so that meant an early start leaving at 6.30 am to
get up to York on time. Fortunately the weather was great for both days although it was a
little warm to be in motorcycle gear all day in the sun. Corona meant taking your own food
and water as well so I’d packed my top box full.
The courses are called Machine Control and that is what it is all about – as an IAM National
Observer I see too many bikers where the bike is in control of them whereas it should of
course be the other way around.
On Day One we covered a lot but I was most interested in learning about using your body to
balance the bike and doing exercises to explore counter steering in more detail.
Tom’s style is explain, demonstrate, then you practice yourself after seeing that it is possible.
This is all well and good until you get to the point
when you are riding on a slalom course through
cones at 50 mph with no hands on the handlebars!
It is possible to do. I knew that because Tom told
me that it was possible and then he showed me
that it could be done so clearly, it was possible.
The point of the exercise is to understand that
when the bike is moving it is inherently stable on
its own.

It doesn’t need unnecessary corrections

from you gripping the handlebars tightly, you can
just relax, shift your weight from side to side gently
and it will respond and move accordingly.
With six people on my course there was plenty of space to follow one another through the
cones down the runway and then turn around and zip back up the other side for another go.
As the day progressed we moved onto counter steering and making smooth and consistent
turns just by pushing the handlebars with one finger to make turns. Again, lots of time to
practice until you got it just right.
On the second day we worked mainly on braking (hard!) which is something that I don’t think

we talk about enough.

In an emergency you need to be able to STOP.

Many crashes are

caused unnecessarily just because the rider didn’t brake hard enough – the bike would have
been able to stop but the rider didn’t brake enough.
We progressed to braking hard whilst cornering, either with front brake (one hand only on the
handlebars) or the back brake (both hands off the handlebars). Here you need to use your
core strength to balance your body and the bike, not take the weight through your arms which
can quickly become overpowered. It’s a great work out too!
We moved onto cornering doing tight turns at tickover speed, again with no hands, just using
body position.
These were two good days and whilst I had seen
some of it before you only need to pick a few things
up and learn a few new skills for it all to be
worthwhile. And spending a whole day on the bike
with other bikers in a safe environment makes for
good fun also!
Editor’s note – Don’t ask me why we have to have a
photo of a lonely red Ducati on a windswept
runway. I think Barratt does it just to annoy me!

How to become invisible without a Harry Potter cloak.
Kevin Olney writes
Cast your minds back. Back a bit further. A bit more. Somewhere around February time I
think, I wrote a convoluted piece about the trials of looking for a new bike and coming to the
conclusion that a scooter might just be the answer.
As I was kicking tyres and generally annoying Martin at Blade Honda, a chance conversation
with a customer led me, in a roundabout way, to putting a deposit down on a Forza 300
scooter. And then we were locked down.
Fast forward to June 1st. I headed off to pick up my scooter.
Except it was the wrong one. It wasn’t the Limited Edition one
I’d ordered. A bit of negotiation, (I’m not that precious about
a paint job) and I roll out of the showroom on my new toy.
Stratford to Warwick was around 70 miles.
And this was the point I became invisible.
Nobody sees you on a scooter. Car/van/truck drivers have
always failed to see two wheelers but on the scooter I became
completely invisible to the wider biking community. No nods.
No waves. Nothing.
I told Wifey who said I was imagining it, so to prove the point
I took her out on the back. We ended up at the Garden Shed

Cafe in Wellesbourne. It was sunny and bright. Heading in to Wellesbourne there were three
bikes coming the other way. I waved. Nothing. There were bikes parked up outside the cafe. I
pulled

up

and

was

completely

blanked.

Even

standing in the queue to get served nobody would
catch my eye and have a chat. Wifey was now
convinced.
Anyway, I’ve covered nearly 1400 miles including a
280 mile round trip to the Elan Valley in the rain. To
say I’m impressed with this little scooter is an
understatement. It’s never going to set your kilt
aflame and it’s not an object of desire, but it gets
the job done with minimum fuss and maximum
practicality. I could have gone for a bigger scooter
but as a lot of my riding is done in lanes with grass
growing down the middle, power doesn’t matter. It
swallows loads under the seat and there's a deep
glove box in the fairing with a charging socket.
And best of all, I can ride it for hours and still walk
afterwards.
I now understand why they are so popular abroad. The continent love them.
The time has now come for the incontinent to
embrace them too.
Editor’s note – Bennett’s have reviews of the Forza
300 and the new Yamaha TMAX and the Suzuki
Burgman

at

-

https://www.bennetts.co.uk/bikesocial/reviews/bikes
/honda/honda-forza-300-2018-review

-

https://www.bennetts.co.uk/bikesocial/reviews/bikes
/yamaha/yamaha-tmax-560-2020-review-price-spec
and

https://www.bennetts.co.uk/bikesocial/reviews/bikes/long-term-test-bikes/suzuki-long-

term-test-bikes/suzuki-burgman-400-2019-review-price-spec-long-term-part-1 respectively.

Simon Mills’ Bike History
Before I was allowed on a big bike (actually before my father
ordered me not have a big bike – but that’s another story!), I had
one of these. In a vague attempt to squeeze that extra 0.2bhp out
of it to try and keep up with mates on fizzies, I used to remove
and polish the head every week. Horrible machine!

Passed my test in 1994 and ‘cut my teeth’ on this. A 650 Katana.
It was lovely (but then I knew no better) despite having a desire to
keep spitting out chunks of rocker gasket and covering my legs in
hot motorcycle blood!
Traded the Katana for a Laverda 750S from the place on the A5 in
Tamworth. Forget the name (Devimead rings a bell). What a bike!
Handled beautifully, but shockingly unreliable. The intermediate
gear in the starting gear train would shift on its mount and lock
everything up, until the time the locking up actually sheared off
the casting – cue oil spillage. This was continually being sent back
to Three Cross, to the extent that they would collect it on a
Monday, fix it in the week and then deliver it back on a Friday so I
could let it fail again over the weekend. Something to do with the
electrics (!) and cooling fan. This got dropped and miraculously got
a dinked frame, so it was written off – shame. Nice bike though.
Get the issue fixed and it would make a fun track-day tool.
Moved on from this to a VFR800. Toured all over Europe on this.
Lovely thing.

From there to a Kawasaki ZX6R J1, last of the carburettor I
believe. This was a fabulous engine, with a lovely noise. Ran this
and toured Europe on it a few times. Never let me down.

From the Kwak, back to the Honda fold and a 929 Fireblade.

And traded this for a CBR600RR. Screamer. Great fun. While I had
this I did a track day at Ron Haslam on theirs. Very quickly learned
what it was capable of, and way better than me! Not difficult some
would say.
Watching the motorcycle press at the time, I became aware of the
re-birth of Triumph and their Daytona 675. Tried one and bought it
there

and

then.

The

induction

noise

from

the

triple

was

intoxicating. Had this for 3 years, which was to set a pattern for
Triumph ownership in the subsequent years. Made up a Givi plate
for this to replace the pillion pad and so I could have a small top
box properly fixed to the bike. Toured each year for 3 years. Great

bike, fast, economical and fun. During my ownership, I did a track
day at Oulton Park on this and had the suspension set up by ‘Dr
Shock’ (or something similar) – transformed the handling. Best
£30 ever spent on a bike in my experience.
Whilst I had the Daytona, I dipped my toe into the world of
vintage, buying an Enfield Bullet, to see if I enjoyed the different
experience. Great fun, laid back old-style motorcycling. Different
head space, which is a good thing.
The Daytona then reached 3 years and time to be changed. As I
was getting older, a change from ‘sports’ to ‘touring’ was on the
cards. Enter Tiger 800. This was a surprise. Steerable and
chuckable. Chasing a mate on a 916 down the Stelvio Pass on this,
frustrated by him having to slow down to ‘steer’ around the bends,
but then squirting off on the (short) straights, once I’d got past
him, I left him for dead.
Somewhere in this mix, there was a KTM200EXC GS used for trail
riding with the TRF and the likes of Andy Spencer. What fun. Even
on knobblies, that thing used to go round corners like it was on
rails, with balls on the tank and foot our ‘speedway style’. Keep the
front end planted and the back could (and would) do what it liked!
Back on the vintage trail, I sold the Enfield to a colleague and
bought a beautiful 1965 BSA A65 650 twin from Ken Stepney in
the TRF. Ran this for a good few years until a blind woman in a
Fiat Panda turned right at traffic lights in front of me. I hadn’t had
time to send the front brake a post card to let it know I needed to
stop. So I didn’t. I know, what I might reasonably expect to
happen…….
Three years in and the Tiger was changed for an Explorer. Bigger
bike, better touring ability. Used for 3 years, touring two up
around Europe,

then after 3 years (there’s a pattern emerging here) chopped it in
for the latest model.

and after a year, bought by Andy Spencer, who couldn’t get on
with it. So, he’s back on his tractor. The bike that replaced number
2 Explorer was much more heart than head. I’d seen one on a
mountain pass in Italy and starting trawling Autotrader (as you do)
and found a 3-year old example with 49 miles on it‼ Money
changed hands and I rode back from Doncaster in a hailstorm on
my MV Agusta Tourismo Veloce. Then off to Slovenia with a couple
of mates. Biblical rain + Italian electrics = limp mode.
By chance, pulled in at what turned out to be a café. The owner
came out to see what was wrong and it turned out that he had an
MV and his best mate was chief mechanic at Slovenia’s ONLY MV
dealer in Ljubljana. What were the chances! Entire can of WD40
squirted under the tank and we got to the Hotel. I booked the bike
in the following day and they spent 4-5 hours on it. Tank off,
protected all the connectors, downloaded all the latest software
and it cost me €140, including a free key ring. Bargain.
This wasn’t the last issue with the MV though. For some reason,
the clutch switch, you know the one that informs the ECU that
you’ve got the clutch pulled in (or not) was hydraulic. It would fail
in the heat, so all of a sudden, you had no ability to start the bike
in gear, no quick shifter and no cruise control. Nightmare to
change the switch as the Italians had put the connector under the
tank without enough spare length to pull it either side to get to it.
On the dealer’s recommendation, the replacement switch was
soldered in-situ. Kept failing though. Shame. Beautiful looking bike
and (much like the earlier Laverda) rode perfectly, handled
sublimely but only when it was running.
So here we are up to date. Currently in the second year with the
Tracer 900GT, which ticks all the boxes. Reliable (so far!), quick,
torquey and exceptionally economical. It’s a keeper. Maybe‼
The only other bike in MY stable at the moment is a 1952 Gilera
150. Lovely little thing. Powerful (6.5bhp!) and fun. Handles
surprisingly well on its’ friction dampers. For Sale if anyone is
interested.

Other bikes that have been recently owned are the CB125, Ducati Scrambler and MT07
Tracer, but these are really Mel’s’ so I’ll leave that story to her (although the Ducati was
fun!)

------------------------------

Paul Owen gives his new bike a European road test
Taking full advantage of lockdown relaxations, Paul Owen writes
Having bought a new Bike a KTM 1290 GT (I had done 32000 miles on my KTM 1290S in 3
years), I decided it deserved a long ride
to check it out.
I had already done 2000 miles on it in 5
weeks but no long trips so I decided to
go with my friend Martin (Fozzy) over
to the Ardenne (He has the 2017 KTM
1290GT), which would take in France
Belgium and Germany.
We had a good ride over, although the
Tunnel has increased its prices, and
there’s obviously more security because
of the virus. We stopped the first night in
Arras in France, and drank beers in the
fantastic square as per the picture - you’d
never think anything was wrong at this
moment over there.
The weather had been okay on our first
day, but the next day the heavens opened
and we drove in pouring rain all day.
Martin had arranged to stop in a lovely
square for lunch, but unfortunately it had
turned into a building site and with the
rain both the bikes looked as if they were covered with heavy cement dust �
We stopped in a quiet hotel in a small village in the Ardenne. The next day Martin decided to
impress all the French cyclists waiting outside the hotel by sticking to the English style of
driving on the left side of the road out of the hotel up the road ��
The following day, the weather was better. Fozzy had planned a route on our Garmins which

included some excellent roads all round the Ardenne
taking in the site of the Battle of the Bulge and
some tanks left over from the war, including the
tiger tank in the picture.
Due to a blip in the Garmin’s mapping, we did the
first part of the route 3 times - by the time we had
passed the same people for the third time, some of
them were waving at us like old friends... We
worked it out though, and went on to find lots of
challenging bends and superb views.
We stopped at Neil and Anne’s, a B and B for bikers with all alcohol and food included in the
price - not that we would take advantage
of the alcohol of course.
Neil is an ex-racer and the house is full of
old racing momentos - he has an ex-moto
GP bike, Barry Sheene leathers etc.

The last day we had some great weather so we had a long ride to Calais, avoiding as much
motorway as possible going between Germany, Luxemburg and France. We spent our last
night in a quiet French bar in Calais, and the next day we
were the only bikes on the tunnel.

We did over a
1000 miles on
the 4 night trip.
The bikes went
great, the only
slight issue I had
was when
parked up, my new spot light got broken

somehow, but apart from that all really good.
Safe riding, Paul

IAM RoadSmart News
As usual the latest IAM RoadSmart News is here, their blogs are here and their Facebook page
is here.
The

most
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ever
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(there could be a clue there). In 2018
they had a staff of 53, (9 at director level)
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exceeding

£3m.

Apparently the research was derived was
a sample of just 25 people who were
telephone interviewed. Great use of public
funds but I wonder why IAMRS are giving
such a flimsy report (that totally ignores all motorised two wheel transport) oxygen.
IAMRoadSmart’s Rebecca Ashton said “We work closely with Transport Focus and have
repeatedly highlighted the absence of any mention for motorcycling as a gap in their research.
We will continue to make representations to ensure the views of our members, the wider
motorcycling community and the benefits of motorcycling are included in future research of
this nature.” IAMRS probably need to try harder.

Steph Jeavons
Many of you will remember Steph Jeavons who visited us last April and
gave us an enthralling evening. Ryan Howatt reminds us that her new
book may be pre-ordered here.
“The book begins in her late teens where she finds herself in prison by
the age of twenty. She knows there is a whole world beyond that razor
wire just calling out to be explored. Twenty years later, and armed only with a stern tone of
voice she reserves for naughty dogs, drunk Turks, Iranian taxi drivers, semi-conscious British
soldiers and Saudi truckers, she rides her trusty steed Rhonda the Honda solo around the
world, to the highest, driest, wettest, hottest and coldest corners of the earth.
This is a powerful and honest memoir written from the perspective of a liberated single woman
taking on the world with a dogged determination to complete her mission at all costs. Home

by Seven is told with honesty and wit and from a unique perspective.”

Congratulations to

Alan Oates
Who recently passed his advanced test and was awarded a
F1RST

CWAM Events in August
Things are slowly improving and we are trying to deliver the service that you
have come to expect. There have been a couple of unofficial rideouts
advertised on facebook (One this Sunday to British Camp). So worth keeping
an eye on our Facebook page.
On Wed August 5th Roger is leading a midweek rideout (see the CWAM Diary)
to Wales. And there will be other rideouts so please check the usual
communication channels regularly.

For all future events check out the Diary page.
If anyone has news to share, tips to pass on, pictures for the gallery or items for sale
please mail me (newsletter@cwam.org.uk ).
Your website - your news - your contributions!
To unsubscribe from the CWAM Newsletter please click here

